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Abstract: Utterance is used to communicate with each other. Partners in communication always send out constantly information to
expect listeners to give some response. This effect of utterance has greatly enlarged the scope of utterance analysis, so we should explore, in
utterance analysis, how utterance keep indirect (even contradictory) relationship with language itself.
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conversation:
1. Introduction
Utterance

is

2.1 Scene：
（at the entrance of a highway in a gas station of
used

to

communicate

with

each

other.

Communication is an interaction between the speaker and listener

the United States, John ran across his friend Buddy who do the
same business）

involving two or more than two communicators. People use words to

John : Hello , Buddy.

convey information, partners in communication always try to

Buddy: Hi, John.

influence each other to guide and explain their own meaning and

John : Beautiful weather, isn’t it?

intention. Each partner is both a sender and receiver, sending out

Buddy: Yes, not bad for this time of year.

constantly information to expect listeners to give some response.

John : Are you going far?
Buddy: To Los Angeles

Many disciplines have studied utterance with different research

John : Oh, I also go there.

purpose, focus and method. From the perspective of the comparison

Buddy: I’ll get some screw ,spanners and pincer pliers, how

between English and Chinese, this paper discusses non-language
process in utterance communication.

about you?
John : I’ll go to the airport to send my sister to take plane.

2. Non-language process in utterance communication
Human communication behavior can be divided into verbal and
nonverbal communication. To explore utterance communication, we
must pay attention to non-language process in utterance. Although
linguists often tend to see language as the primary means of
communication media, many scholars still think that, as a
communication channel, verbal and nonverbal communication (such
as gestures, flushing, sweating, staring, etc.) should be taken
seriously. Even those who focus on the utterance communication,
different scholars hold different opinions on how to deliver
information. Most people think information can be encoded by
grammatical means by projecting the meaning into a sentence
through a series of voice. But both sides can often reason depending
on context and context assumptions to supplement inadequate
meaning expressed by grammar. In addition, utterance may be the
main channel to convey semantic messages, but you can't think it is
essentially used to convey semantic information. When used in
interpersonal relationships, verbal and non-verbal means can make
people’s attitude become blurred and flexible. Look at the following

Buddy: All right, it is filled, I’ll go first, I can’t run faster than
you.
John : Ok. see you later.
Buddy: See you later.
The tone of above conversation is friendly which involves
many interpersonal attitude signals. The first sentence is a greeting,
the second is a phatic communication which is not really talking
about the weather itself, but to find a topic which does not need to
answer. While the second friend answers and extends the topic. The
first friend asks the situation of the second friend, and then reveals
his information when gets the answer. The public way of talking
often indicates that the close or friendly relationship can promote the
communication of both sides. The second friend also reveals his
information as expected. The first friend talks the purpose of this trip.
When the car is filled with oil, the second friend wants to leave early,
mainly because the second friend's car run slower, (not because the
second friend runs slower than the first friend). There is high
possibility that the second friend's car is worse. Both sides express
the friendly attitude and know some information of each other. In
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specific situations, there may be nonverbal behavior which confirms

When people use utterance communication, they slowly use
[2]

. Stress, intonation patterns, paralanguage

the interpersonal attitude. Thus, the past view of verbal

contextualized cues

communication conveys semantic information and nonverbal

features such as rhythm, laughter, choice of code, fixed expressions,

communication reflects social factors is one-sided. Language is a

body distance and communication degree of cooperation can be act

very subtle communication media, it can transfer semantic and social

as contextualized cues. It may be the core or edge character of

information at the same time. And, of course, means of nonverbal

language, or may also be non-linguistic [3], such as facial expression,

communication

body posture, etc. But it is important to note that it is different from

often

can

supplement

or

assist

speech

communication.
In addition, the approach of nonverbal communication is also
crucial in the success or failure of the interpersonal communication.
For example:
2.2 Girlfriend: Our relationship’s falling apart. You’ve
become totally detached from me.

social norms, what they express are intent and significant. People
can consciously use these signals to increase or change the meaning
of the word in utterance communication.
Contextualized cues occupy an important position in the
interpersonal communication. First, utterance can be carried without
language code. For example:

Boyfriend: How can you say that? Give me just one example.
Girlfriend: I’ll give you several. You don’t talk to me when we
go out to eat together. You spend more time with your friends than
you do with me. You don’t look at me when we do talk, and you
never hold my hand anymore.
Boyfriend: You’re just imagining things. I’ve got a lot on my
mind between school and my Job, but I’ve not changed how I
behave towards you.
In the above example, the girlfriend thinks one of reasons why

3. A. Did you have breakfast?
B. [Take two eggs and a cup of milk out of her bag and shows
them to A.]
In this dialogue, B says nothing but answers A’s question, and A
understands the meaning of B without language code.
Second,

contextualized

cues

reflect

communication

cooperation.In addition to the monologue, most language appears in
conversation. One

of

the

most

obvious

characteristics

of

the boyfriend detaches from her is her boyfriend doesn't give her

conversation is the cooperative forms. As George Miller (1981,

enough eye communication, as well as their disproportionate

p121)[4] said: " the utterance participants must agree on a topic in the

interpersonal distance.

form of turn-talking, the content must be understandable, relevant

So, what’s the means of communication? According to Ellis &
Beattie (1986) [1], it basically has the following five systems.
① Language system. Language consists of words, clauses and

and reliable." People may have different opinions about whether
conversation must be authentic, but Miller’s view is generally
correct.

sentences, which then form a greater level of the unit. The word is

The end of the conversation also can reflect the cooperation

made up of the smallest morpheme which is the voice semantic

degree. It doesn't work if one side says "goodbye" to remain silent or

combination.

leave. Because the other side may don't want to end the conversation

② Rhythm system. Rhythm consists of intonation, pace and

at this time. To end the conversation, at the very least, the other side

pauses.The location of the pause affects the meaning of the sentence.

also needs to say "goodbye".The advantage is the second person can

Pause may account for 40% to 50% in the whole conversation.

show he/she understands the intention of the first person and whether

③ Paralanguage system. When we speak, we not only use

he/she agrees. Thus utterance participants must end the conversation

language and rhythm system, we articulate "ah" and "oh" and other

in a clear way, both sides must have pre-closing, such as saying

sounds, we may cry, laugh, even sigh or yawning. These are

'well...', 'referring....,' 'So... , etc. with falling tone. The pre-closing is

paralanguage behavior with voices.

about to end the conversation, it also allows the other side to

④ Non-verbal communication system. The main ways of

introduce a new topic as his/her wish (oh, I want to say something).

non-verbal communication are face, head and body movements,

The conversation will end if a new topic is not introduced. In a high

body postures and gestures.

degree of collaboration, utterance reflects communication behavior

⑤ The inherent characteristics of communication. It includes

of social norms. In the acquisition of language, we slowly learn

interpersonal contact, body distance, the direction, eye contact,

norms and values in the process of socialization by various education

appearance of communicators and the degree of cooperation and

ways such as family education, school education, the influence of

communication. In addition to communicator's appearance, other

internal social group and the mass media. Natural person gains social

features change frequently in the process of communication.

person's qualification and cultivates communicative competence in

2.3 Contextualized cues

this process.
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From the view of the comparison between English and Chinese,

4. Conclusion

differences between two languages are non-language process and
inherent characteristics in utterance communication. Compared with
traditional English culture, Chinese culture is implicative, courteous,
lack of aggression, thus less eye contact, exaggerated facial
expressions and body movements are used in the utterance. In
addition, inherent characteristics of utterance in Chinese culture such
as personal space also have big differences compared with English
culture. For example, personal space among the same sex is too
small, or even bend their arms around the shoulder. Personal space
between the opposite sex such as friend or lover is too big, which
feels like a stranger. Differences between English and Chinese
culture are likely to cause misunderstandings in intercultural
communication. There was such a scenario: when a boy who majors
English crosses the road with a male foreign teacher, he holds the
teacher's arms out of kindness. Such intimate body contact distance
makes a scholar from the western culture particularly feel
embarrassing, which leads to a funny scene that one tries to break
away, the other clutches tighter.

Issue 1, 2017

From the perspective of English and Chinese comparison, we
briefly analyze and summarize the non-language process in utterance
communication, aiming to trigger the macroscopic peer thinking
about the problems of discourse research.
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